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  Wake up Call for Tibetans  

Tenzin Kalden IX K  

The invasion of China had created havoc which 

Tibetans could hardly resist. At first, they were 

being very polite and told that they were here 

in Tibet to help Tibetans to establish new way 

of life. Later they coerce Tibetans and Tibetans 

were forced to leave their mother land. We 

became helpless and were left in dungeons 

where later, our beloved leader, Dalai Lama 

lightened. His endurance pacified our life and 

now, we are free from the suffering given by 

that outrageous invasion. But there are still 

many Tibetans left in Tibet who loses their 

freedom of expression and are kneeling down 

towards Chinese Government for their precious 

lives to be protected. They are not allowed to 

have pictures of our great Lamas and are put 

into prison for years if they go against strict and 

unhealthy rules.  There have been 140 self 

immolations who had sacrificed themselves to 

express the injustices in Tibet. But here, as 

everything is going for us we should be proud of 

being Tibetan and together we shall start our  

 

 

 

 

journey. Get ready children and study with our 

parent’s investment. We don’t have weapons, 

we have chosen non violence but what we have 

is education and it is the chief defense of a 

nation and it will be ours.  

Our Environment  

Tenzin Kunsel VIII K 3409 

Environment means a place where we all 

survive. The main things in environment are – 

land, air, plant, water, sunshine and etc. They 

all are depended on each other like close 

relatives. If there is no land, water and air, plant 

can never grow. With this animal will die and 

we will also die.  

We human have to look after our environment. 

If we human never look after environment, our 

environment will be full of dirt. Many people 

will become sick in that dirty environment. The 

dirty environment brings disasters like Tsunami 

and earth quake and etc.  

If you do not want such things happen in your 

life, then there are some ways to save 

environment like REDUCE, REUSE and RECYCLE. 

At last I want to say that it is in our hand to save 

our environment. So please save our 

environment. 

SUCCESS 

KungaTsepal Lama IX B 3814 

To achieve success, we must first need an aim. 

What do you want to achieve success in? Then 
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you must know how to achieve it. For example, 

if you want to become a good athlete then you 

must practice by running, jumping, skipping etc. 

Then you must have determination and desire 

to do it. For a good cause, if you have the 

determination, you can overcome any obstacle 

in your life. 

It is important trying to achieve success. Doing 

this makes your life more meaningful. When 

you achieve success, you will be surprised that 

you had actually done it. It will bring happiness 

and pride to you. Some people don’t try 

because they are afraid that they will fail. Over 

all there is nothing that can stop you from 

achieving success unless you lose your will 

power. If you want to know more about 

achieving success, read the book, “You can win” 

by Shiv Khera. 

DALAI LAMA 

Tenzin Dhonyoe 3831 VIk 

Dalai Lama is the one whom we 

all Tibetans and all the people of the world 

respect; he is the one who gives us mind peace 

and advices to follow the path of non-violence. I 

was very much small when I first saw the Dalai 

Lama giving speech to all the people and with 

adding some jokes in it. At that time I didn’t 

care about listening and played video games on 

the mobile but now I know that his teaching on 

non-violence bring us mind peace. Now days, I 

regret that very much and wanted to listen the 

teachings of Lord Buddha and meet Dalai Lama. 

But now days I am very happy because I am 

Tibetan and studying in the school that is 

founded by Dalai Lama.           

NOWADAYS IN DHASA        

Stanzin Thai XB 3809 

Nowadays Dhasa is very famous than others 

days yet the month of April is not over the 

summer month has not started but the weather 

behaves like the midsummer. Temperature is 

increasing while ice on Dholadar has started to 

melt. If this process continues than there could 

be many natural disasters. 

This happens due to the increase in pollution in 

Dhasa. Increase in tourist means increase in 

vehicle hence it escalated more pollution which 

may lead to hazardous situation like increasing 

in temperature, acid rain fall, and etc. 

So lastly I want to say that you must use the 

things in a limit way so that our next generation 

can use. 

MY DAD MY HERO    

Stanzin Tsering VI K 3695 

All living beings on this earth 

had their own dad. Though some of dad might 

have passed away during their young times but 

they had had it before just like them, I also have 

a dad who loves the way I am. His name is 

Kalsang Gyatso and currently he is 37 years old. 

He is a government employees and he lives in 

Zanskar-kharsang. He is tall in height and 

according to me he is very handsome, his 

favourite dish is thukpa and he is also a very 

kind, honest and a loyal to everyone and likes to 

pray and is a very religious person. He always 

follows ‘other before self’ motto. He has five 

children including me with 2 boys and 3 girls. 

His mother name is Stanzin Yangchen and his 

father name is Stenzin Galzang.  They are very 

important people in my life. He admitted me in 

the school gave me clothes and money and 

asked me to study and because of that I love my 

dad a lot and I know that he also loves me back 

a lot. 
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RESULTS OF OUR OWN 

PLANTED SEEDS              

Lobsang Chodon IX B 3563   

If we talk about our present life, we think that 

whether we are rich or not, whether we are 

good looking or not, and whether we are lucky 

or not. It’s all about result of your past life. You 

had planted the seeds in your past life and now 

you got the result in your present life. If you 

hate your looks today then you must blame for 

this. Because, this is the result of your own 

planted seeds. And if you have a very good look, 

then you must appreciate it that you had done 

well in your past life. 

Now past is past. Don’t cry over spilt milk. So 

forget all those things and now prepare for your 

future. If you want a good future without any 

complains, then take care of your present 

actions, because you are planting a new seed 

for new results. Before taking any action think 

twice, that it will be your planted seed for a 

next life. So take care of your actions today and 

have a good and prosperous life with colorful 

results for future. 

Books are Our Best Friends  

Tenzin Tsonyi VII  

Books are our best friend because when we are 

bored we can read some story books or we can 

write essay. Other things are that when we go 

to picnic we can also write diary or whatever 

things we have done in picnic. 

Now at school when we want to read book we 

can go to library. There are different types of 

books like fiction, nonfiction, biography of great 

person etc. Book gives us lots of new words and 

story book are very interesting. Book shows us 

vocabulary and it is very essential and useful to 

all. 

My Favorite Season  

Lobsang Dechen VIII K 3203 

There are four different seasons 

over the blue planet. Spring, summer, autumn 

and winter; all have their beauty. During 

summer, the sun is hot and roads are dusty. 

Rain gives life to plant and wealth to farmers. 

Cool wind blow in winter and spring has its own 

specialty.  

From all these I like spring season the most. 

Because poets have composed many poems on 

it and the morning makes me very happy in 

spring. The days are smooth and cool. The night 

is pleasant. Birds sing early in the morning and 

sky is clear and refreshing. Flowers bloom and 

leaves get life. Writers get new and fresh ideas 

about the beauty of spring and I get those 

books to read.  

Spring is important to the farmers over the 

world. Everybody feels the joy and happiness of 

the season. Spring is neither long nor short. It 

takes my hearts sorrow away. It is called 

‘BAHAAR’ in Hindi. Spring is full of Joy. A big 

garden with soft green grass and it is covered 

with beautiful flowers like stars. The trees in 

spring time bring out delicate blossom of pink.  

‘A thing of beauty is a joy forever.      

Spring goes round the world           

Like the bright sun. And        

Spring give life to all plants                                

Just like parents give birth to a 

child.  

How I felt at Peace Zone 

Tenzin Lhamo VII B 3443    

 On Saturday when I went to Peace Zone, I felt 

very wonderful there because it was very silent 
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and when I looked up to the mountain it was 

like a snow capped mountain of our TIBET. 

When I looked at the flowers they were dancing 

here and there and the bees were sucking their 

juices. The sky was very clear and I liked the sky 

very much. There are so many flowers in Peace 

Zone and they smell very good.  

As the sun was shining very brightly, I went to 

play there. Suddenly all my friends came to the 

Peace Zone and we all played hide and seek and 

later we became happier and 

happier!!!!! 

About Parent       

Tenzin Woeden 3873 VIII B 

If you want to love,       

Love your parent.                       

If you want to trust,         

Trust your parent’s promises.                

If you want to remember,            

Remember the day your parent                  

Brought you on this world.                

If you want to listen,        

Listen to your parent’s advice.                

If you want to share something,        

Share your feelings to your parent.               

If you want to cherish,     

Cherish those moment with your parent.            

If you want to wish,           

Wish your parent a long live.                

If you want to thank,        

Thank your parent for their guidance. 

Future Tibet       

Migmar Gyalmo VII B 3463       

The clock is ticking                                         

All day and night                      

When the day past             

And the night rest                  

Thinking about Tibet                 

I wake up because               

It’s time for me to wake up               

Thinking about future Tibet                         

Tick tock … tick…..  tock        

When I think about Tibet       

Many questions come to my mind     

Saying ‘goes’ the question is                

If it’s destroyed by China           

Will we get our freedom back?             

And the answer I get is happy            

Tibet will get the freedom back.               

It will become most popular                                  

So that’s my future Tibet.  

Some Time with Myself   

Tenzin Lektso VII B 3516 

It’s two in the morning                                        

And as I sit on my couch                                           

I get a thought in my mind                                    

Of going on a trip into my heart.                 

I want to know myself                  

I want to leave everything,            

give sometime to ‘ME’                  

I want to sit alone, write and think      

About who I am and what I want.                

I feel safe and positive               

As I know I am protected by my strong points      

I feel grateful to the things I have          

And appreciate who I am.                 

I come back to the reality             

But I must tell you that it feels really good       

The trip to my heart and myself                   

Was really wonderful                 

It was the best trip I’ve ever had                 

I went deep inside myself                  

I figured out a little part of me            

No other trip or place would                           

Make me feel the same. 

I am a Child 
Pema Khandu X D 3422 
I am a child               

The entire world waited for my coming                                  
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All the world watches with interest            

To see what I shall become           

The future hangs in the balance             

For what I am, the world of tomorrow will be.          

I am a child.                   

I have come into your world           

About which I know nothing           

Why I came, I know not          

How I came, I know not                  

I am curious                                       

I am interested                                               

I am a child.             

You hold in your hand-my destiny          

You determine largely                 

Whether I shall succeed or fail                      

Train me, I beg you,                              

That I may be a blessing to the 

world. 

Foot Ball                             

Kelsang Tsering X K             

My body is round and fat        

With no hair as totally bald                                       

I have neither leg nor hand                          

Neither I eat nor drink          

Most of the people like me from kid to aged 

Whether it’s celebrity or penniless mortal 

People kick me in many ways                        

When I enter inside the net                  

I lead grin to everyone’s face                 

I like people who kick me off                 

I hate people who put me in rest               

I think you know who I am                              

I am the ball which all boys like.  

If there’s no………….            

Stanzin  Aangmo IX K 4023           

If there is no school, we will get 

no education                                   

If there is no teacher, who will 

teach us?                                                                     

If there is no mother, who will give us birth?       

If there is no heaven, where will god stay.          

If there is no house, where will we stay.               

If there is no heart,                                              

how can we express our feelings.              

If there is no hospital,                                      

where will the sick people go.                            

If there is no friend, whom will you trust?                                                         

If there is no god, who will give us nature.                                                       

If there is no nature, how can we survive.  

Neighbours of Tibet              

Tenzin Khenrab VIII K 3300 

When I look at you, I see men 

amongst people.                                  

Heroes amongst men                   

Soldiers amongst heroes; I see brave hearts.       

I see hope. I see a dream coming back to life. 

The Tsangpo is sweet by your promise.            

The mountains sturdy by your resolves           

You are the coral of ‘Tibet’ ruddy winds           

The precious turquoise of its soil                       

You are the force of its snowy flakes                 

You are the balm on lesion torn people            

You are dove of peace                                  

Bringing rest to a restless heart             

Neighbours of Tibet.  

A  Football Match                   

Stenzin Stankyong Class IX B 

3940                           

The players are ready,                                          

The ball is steady,                

Referee begins whistle,                 

And the match begins.            

The striker dribbles the ball,              

Defender defends like a wall,        

When the ball gets shot towards the post,           

The keeper drives to stop.               

After some time player are in exhaustion,       

The substitutes are ready for an action,         

Now there are new players,                      

There is exciting feeling for cheerers.         
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The match is about to end,            

The score of match is one each,             

Audiences are in a doubt            

Will it be won or draw? 

SONG                       

Tenzin Kunchok X D                   

I come in various                  

Rock, pop or electric blue              

I am sung by a lot of peopl 

When they are in the frame of mind                                                                 

I light up most of the people’s day          

And sometimes sadden others                      

Some people are sickened of me           

And some doesn’t even bothers            

I’m played during leisure time                         

Or during a cruise              

I’m played when there are    

Festivities or during some moment          

But whenever I’m played             

I’m enjoyed by song lovers                         

And whatever I play                                      

I’m always adored by them 

HURTS TO SAY GOODBYE  

Tenzin Decell Thai X B                  

As an old saying goes              

Time and tide waits for none     

This is wrong and quiet untrue                

Because time and tide do wait for some. 

Reminiscence flashes, moments of exultation     

A glint of a smile and a fateful cry            

Your heart very well knows the truth       

Intimacy is none hell of a sinful fruit.           

And yet this fruit I quietly sipped       

Fought with the fiends then I rested            

An eventful journey life has been                 

Visions so appealing I’ve never seen.              

A jolly fate I do possess                                   

Having you again was beyond my guess       

Thank you for the company through this mile 

Just never give up on that audacious smile. 

Time to say goodbye and to bid a warm farewell 

Enjoy your life loyally without any failure 

Someday, some where we will cross again 

Perhaps on a sunny day or may be a 

night when it rains… 

EX CLASS MATES -7’B’             

LOBSANG DECHEN VIII K 3203                   

I really cherish that day,                     

When you all were my class mates,                    

We are happy, always smiling         

Suddenly, there comes a bad luck.          

That we got separated             

My new class mates are good,            

But not enough than you all                

I miss you all         

Your face always appeared before me                 

In my night sweet dream.            

Life without is just a dullness        

There isn’t fun at all!!!             

And I get bored without all the        

Jokes and laugh of the past years                 

I miss you all terribly            

My heart is so weak. No new happy moment 

Happen around me, without you all          

You all are the one who taught me        

What ‘sharing and caring’ is.           

I’m proud that you all are my friend           

Our ship will never break.        

From core of my heart                 

I thank you all!!        
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